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Jarus Technologies Announces the Addition of Nathanael Waite 
as VP of Insurance Solutions 

Subject Matter Expert and Product Innovator with over 20 years of Insurance Industry 
Experience 

Pittsburgh, PA – January 3rd, 2024 –Jarus Technologies, a leading provider of modular, 
flexible, and scalable technology solutions for insurers, is happy to announce the 
addition of Nathanael Waite as Vice President of Insurance Solutions. 

Nathanael brings two decades of hands-on experience with Property and Casualty 
insurers and the Acord organization, to his new position leading Jarus’ Insurance 
Solutions division. His past roles include serving as the Director of Architecture and 
Cyber Security, and Systems Architect for a super-regional Pennsylvania-based P&C 
Insurer. This exposure has given him a deep understanding of Jarus’ flexible solution 
architecture, having implemented its modules firsthand. 

“We’re excited to add Nathanael to our senior leadership team. After working with 
Nathanael as a customer and partner it was clear he is a proven industry expert, leader, 
and mentor,” said Sundar Vallinayagam, Chief Executive Officer of Jarus Technologies. 
“His engagement with customers, prospects, and real-world experience in purchasing 
and implementing new technologies will expand our product roadmap and the value we 
deliver to insurers tenfold.” 

In his new role, Nathanael will work directly with customers and prospective insurers 
from a Solution Architect and Product Lead perspective to assist insurers with their 
digital transformation and core system modernization strategies. This will include direct 
oversight of new customer implementations where Nathanael can provide an elevated 
level of expertise given his experience as a former customer. 

"Joining Jarus' leadership team presents a thrilling opportunity to make a real di6erence for 
insurers," Nathanael stated. "Jarus' dedication to customer success and collaborative spirit 
truly resonated with me. I'm excited to implement solutions that enable rapid product 
introductions, reduced IT dependence, and comprehensive digital transformations. 
Together, we will pave the way for Jarus and its clients’ growth and success.” 

For more information on Jarus Technologies, please visit www.jarustech.com 
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Jarus Technologies, based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was established in 2005 to fast-
track digital transformation strategies for P&C insurers. The company offers a versatile 
no code/low code Policy Administration System Solutions with modules like 
Underwriter Workbench, Rules Engine, Rating Engine, Self-Service Portals, Mobile 
Applications, BI/Reporting, Micro Services/Core Framework, and Workflow Engine. The 
innovative Jarus Product Configurator, paired with these modules, allows users to 
swiftly adapt to changes without altering the core code, thus reducing implementation 
times. Jarus also stands out as the only vendor offering a source-code option, giving 
insurers complete ownership of the solution. For more details or to schedule a demo, 
please contact Brandon Yusko, VP of Sales, at byusko@jarustech.com. 


